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ELECTRON BEAM PROPERTIES AND IMPEDANCE CHARACTERIZATION FOR
STORAGE RINGS USED FOR FREE ELETRON LASERS

Riassunto
La qualità di fascio di un anello di accumulazione e la sua stabilità sono le caratteristiche
cruciali di un anello di accumulazione dedicato a sorgenti di Luce di Sincrotrone o al Laser
ad Elettroni Liberi. La gran parte di tali caratteristiche dipende dall'accoppiamento del
fascio di elettroni con la macchina stessa, taie accoppiamento puo essere descritto in
termini di una impedenza caratteristica, il cui valore assoluto e struttura possono essere
utilizzati per specificarne sia la stabilità del fascio (lungitudinale e trasversa) e le sue
qualità (dispersione di energía, lunghezza del pacchetto, corrente di picco ....)•
In questo articolo si considerano due esempi specifici di anelli di accumulazione utilizzati
per l'operazione Laser ad Elettroni Liberi e si analizzano le loro caratteristiche per mezzo
di metodi seminalatici e numerici.
L'analisi é essenzialmente dedicata a chiarire la dipendenza della dispersione di energía e
della lunghezza del pacchetto dalla corrente media e a fornire un insieme di parametri utili
per l'ottimizzazione del Laser ad Elettroni Liberi e/o sorgenti di Lucí di Sincrotrone.

Abstract
Good electron beam qualities and stability are the crucial features of Storage Rings
dedicated to synchrotron radiation sources or to Free Electron Laser. Most of these
characteristics depends on the coupling of the e-beam with the machine environment,
which can be in turn modelled in terms of a characteristic impedance, whose absolute
value and structure can be used to specify both the stability (longitudinal and transverse)
of the beam and its qualities (energy spread, bunch length, peak current...). In this paper
we consider two specific examples of Storage Rings used for FEL operation and analyze
their performances by means of semianalytical and numerical methods. The analysis is
aimed at clarifying the dependence of beam energy spread and bunch length on beam
current and at providing a set of parameters useful for the optimization of Free Electron
Laser or synchrotron radiation sources.

Keywords: Storage ring, Microwaveinstability, Sawtooth instability, Freel Elactron Laser,
Synchrotron radiation source
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ELECTRON BEAM PROPERTIES AND IMPEDANCE

CHARACTERIZATION FOR STORAGE RINGS USED

FOR FREE ELECTRON LASERS

1. INTRODUCTION

Instabilities of different nature may affect electron beams circulating in Storage Ring (S.R.)
[1] and cause severe limitations in the performances of devices dedicated to Free Electron
Laser (FEL) operation or to Synchrotron Radiation.

Instabilities of longitudinal type are characterized by an anomalous increase of the e-beam
energy spread and bunch length [2]. By anomalous increase we mean a growth, with current,
above the natural values determined by damping and quantum diffusion effects [3]. The
presence of the instability may provide severe limitations in the performances of the device
and may manifest in different ways. The so called "saw-tooth" instability has been observed
on the SLC damping ring [4] and on other synchrotron as well [5], in this case the beam
evolution is characterized by a periodic fast blow-up of its energy spread and bunch length
followed by a damping. In other cases the effect of the instability is less dramatic and more
deceitful and manifest in a smoothly noisy increase of the beam energy spread and bunch
length [1].

It is therefore natural to ask, what is the distinctive feature for the different manifestation of
the instabilities? Can we provide a set of key parameters for their characterization? What are
the possible cures against them? Starting from the last question we know that the entire device
tends to provide a feedback to the growth of the instability by means of the Landau damping
and this general mechanism should be carefully analyzed to propose efficient inhibition tools.

The strength of the perturbation leading to the instability is the result of a relatively
complicated interaction between the beam and the machine environment (vacuum pipe,
discontinuity, insertion devices...), any device should be therefore properly studied and
characterized.



Notwithstanding it is worth, just for guiding purposes to introduce a "collective" quantity
entangling beam and environment parameters which can help to understand the various
physical quantities coming into play and their role in the description of the instability. We
introduce therefore the so called Boussard threshold current [6]
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where Eo is the beam energy spread, ae n its natural energy spread, vs the synchrotron tune,

Zn/n the broad band impedance and occ the momentum compaction.

In this expression the broad band impedance is a phenomenological parameter describing the
coupling of the beam to the environment. If the e-beam average current exceeds Ith namely if

i - = 5>l (2)

the microwave instability may manifest and the induced energy spread increases as [6]

(3)

Relations of the above type may be very useful for a first design of a S.R. based FEL device
and can provide a quick insight on the role played by the instability on the gain dilution. It is
therefore important to understand how reliable they are.

In the first part of the paper we make a comparison between the prediction of eq.(3) and
experimental data from two S.R. used for FEL operations, namely SUPER ACO and
ELETTRA. The second part is devoted to a more complete numerical analysis of the SUPER
ACO and ELETTRA characteristics and contains concluding comments on the nature of the
relevant instabilities.



2. BOUSSARD SCALING AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The data from SUPER ACO are summarized in Figs.l which show the bunch length and
energy spread vs the average current, while in Figs.2 those from ELETTRA are reported. In
Tab. 1 we have listed the most significant parameters of the two machines.

The data on SUPER ACO [7] and ELETTRA [8] have been taken by exploiting similar

techniques described below.

The bunch length measurement have been performed with a double sweep streak camera
(Hamamatsu on SUPER ACO and Phonetics on ELETTRA). Synchrotron radiation light from
bending magnets strikes a photocathode which yields an electronic pulse proportional to the
incident intensity. This pulse is then swept very quickly by two electrodes which are triggered
at the frequency of the storage ring RF cavity (synchroscan tube). Several fast sweep time
scales are available, with resolution of 2 ps. In addition to this vertical fast sweep, a horizontal
slow sweep ranging from 100 ns to several hundreds of ms, shifts light pulse on a CCD
(Charge Couple Device) screen. An example of acquired image is shown in Fig. 3. A cut on
this image along the fast sweep provides the temporal profile of the distribution, whose
dynamics can be followed along the slow scale. The bunch distribution is analyzed with the
moments method, providing the RMS width, the center of gravity and the deviation from a
gaussian profile.
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Fig. I - a) Energy spread vs average current, SUPER ACO dot s Experimental data; continuous line = Boussard

Scaling (Z^n = 4.3Q). b) Bunch length vs current, SUPER ACO. Same as Fig. la
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Fig. 2 - a) Energy spread vs average current, ELETTRA. dot = Experimental data: continuous line = Boussard
Scaling (Zy/n = .1862). b) Bunch length vs current, ELETTRA same as Fig. 2a)
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Tab. 1 - Parameter
SUPERACO

0.8
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1.7105
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ELETTRA

1

3.97-10-4

864

1.610-3

1.764-106

65-10-3

15.91

1.016102

3.466-10-3 i 1.39-10"2

Fig. 3 - Streak image acquired with a Hamamatsu double sweep streak camera of the synchrotron radiation at
SUPERACO
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Fig. 4 - Energy spread measurement using the beam transverse, a) Image of a beam splot acquired on a CCD
camera . b) Transverse cut of image a) giving the transverse profile

Two different methods can be used for the measurement of the energy spread. In the first, the
energy spread is deduced from the measurement of the beam horizontal dimension in a ring
dispersive section, as it has been recently implemented on SUPER ACO. An example of
transverse beam measurement is shown in fig. 4. The energy spread Ge is then deduced from

the relationship

a2=ex (4)

where ox is the horizontal size, ex the emittance, px the beta function and T] the dispersive

function at the measurement point. The betatron size exPx is deduced from a measurement of

the horizontal size o in a dispersive free section with beta function p .
X X

The second method, used both at SUPER ACO and ELETTRA is based on the analyzed
measurement of the synchrotron radiation spectrum emitted by the optical klystron (see figs.
(5, 6)). The emission spectrum consists in a set of fringes resulting from the interference
between the emission in each undulator. We define the fringe modulation rate f, induced by
the energy spread as

(5)

where f0 summarizes the contribution of the size, divergence and position of the beam in the

optical klystron and in principle does not change with the current, N is the number of periods

of the undulators and Nd the equivalent number of periods of the dispersive section. The curve

of o e vs current is deduced from the measurements of the spectra for several gaps of the

dispersive section as a function of the total current in the two bunch mode.
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in the dispersive section (N+N^ - 55 ). b) with a high magnetic field (N+Nj - 110)
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In section 1 we have mentioned the energy spread scaling vs the average current, an
analogous scaling for the bunch length can be obtained by means of the relation

ca
a =

CO £ '

271
© = — vs -p s

o

(6)

where occ is the momentum compaction, cos the synchrotron frequency, vs the synchrotron

tune and To the machine revolution period. In order to make easier the comparison with the

experimental data, we rewrite in practical units the scaling given in eq.(3), i. e.
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az[cm]J =4.35-10"
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(7)

a3s3.99-l(T1 3-- s I [mA]

at EJGeV]

The above relation, the parameters of tab. 1, relevant to Super ACO and ELETTRA S. R.s and

the experimental data of figs.(l, 2) allow to fix the free parameter Zn/n. By choosing the

values 4.3Q for Super ACO and 0.18H for ELETTRA, we find a fairly good agreement

between the experimental data and the "predictions" of the Boussard criterion.

Let us note that the threshold currents of Super ACO and ELETTRA are respectively given by

jSACO _ 5 5 m A a n d jEL = o.l65mA. The small value of the ELETTRA threshold current

implies that the ELETTRA beam is affected by the instability at relatively low average
currents and is imputable to the smallness of the momentum compaction.

In conclusions, we find that above the instability threshold, the following scaling relations
specify the relative energy spread and bunch lenght of the two S.R.s.

ELETTRA

a £ = 7.286 -10"

a [mm] = 3.463(I[mA])

(8)
1/3

SUPERACO

a £ s3 .2- l (T 4 ( I [mA]) 1 / 3

(9)

az[mm] = 1/3

These results are merely indicative, a more accurate analysis requires a further check based on

a fully numerical procedure, which will be discussed in the forthcoming section.
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3. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

The analysis of the previous section is based on a semi-empirical relation, which has been
able of reproducing the experimental data in a fairly satisfactory way. We will now perform a
more complete analysis by means of a simulation procedure, which models the single bunch
evolution as an ensemble of particles each one ruled by two coupled equations, describing the
turn by turn evolution of the longitudinal coordinate and relative energy, namely [9]

z1 =z ] . - a L e1 „ L =cT
n n-1 c o n -1 ' o o

V (z1 ) - U V (z1 ) T ^
e1 =e1 ( i-D) + e ^ n ^+ wf n +a RV2D, D = 2 - ^

n n-lv
 E E e,n T

0 0 S

where the superscript i refers to the ith particle in the bunch and n to the nth machine turn. The

variable z denotes the position in the bunch with respect to the synchronous particle (z > 0

ahead), 8 refers to the particle relative energy, TS is the damping time, V R F is the

radio-frequency accelerating voltage, Uo is the power lost via synchrotron radiation, R is a

random number from an average distribution with zero average and variance 1, finally Vwf

accounts for the effect of the self induced short range wake-field.

The structure of the above equations is that currently employed in the tracking analysis of SR
beam dynamics, and can account for the "natural" beam energy spread and bunch length
which are due to a kind of compromise between damping and random processes, mainly of
quantum nature, the last term in the second of eqs.(10) controls all the effects leading to
potential well distortion, saw-tooth behavior, anomalous bunch lengthening and energy
spread.

The self induced potential is a genuine non linear term, depending on the single bunch
distribution itself and can be modelled according to the relation

Vwf(z) = eN J Jw(z*-z)vF(z*,e)dz*de (11)

where Np is the number of particles in the bunch, ^(z , e) its distribution and w(z) the wake

function which can be obtained for a specific machine by using codes like MAFIA and ABCI

or it can be derived from the broad band impedance model, which yields
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CO R J±

Q
cos

CO Z } CO

2Qcor

CO Z
H(z), r = —L

Q

(12)

where cor is the resonant frequency, Rs is the shunt impedance, Q the quality factor (whose

typical value is taken around 1) and H(z) is the step function.

The effective number of particles to be simulated is quite large 1010-1012 per thousands of

turns. Nm macroparticles each one of 106 or more particles are therefore used in the

simulation. Special care is taken to reduce the numerical noise which behaves as l / jN .

The integral in eq. (11) is treated by considering at any turn the Nm macroparticles distributed

in Nbin bins so that we can write the induced voltage as

V JZwr \ n

N k=1'Nb,n

= e-
m z >z

Nb(zkW(zk -0 (13)

with zk the coordinate of the kth bin center and Nb(z
k) the number of macroparticles in the bin

with center zk.

In the case in which the code has been adapted for a RL broad-band impedance, eq. (11) is not
valid since the corresponding wake function is just the sum of a Dirac function plus its
derivative. Its direct substitution in eq.(ll) yields

V
eN c

P
N

m

cLN,

Az* Az*
(14)

where Azk is the interval of the bin center and N, (z ) is the derivative of N, (z (with

respect to zk. According to eq. (14), the self induced potential is linked to N.I z ] and to its

first derivative.

The results of the simulation are shown in figs. (7,8). In the case of ELETTRA the data are

well reproduced using a wake-field potential due to RL broad band impedance. The

parameters used in the simulation are R = 6KJQ and L = 3-10~8H, which yield an impedance

|Zn/n| ~ 0.21Q, slightly larger than the value predicted by the Boussard scaling. As to SUPER
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ACO, the data are better reproduced by an RLC impedance model characterized by R =

6500Q and cor = 3-1010 Hz and Q = 1. In this case the characteristic impedance of the system

is |Zn/n| ~ 6.07Q and the data relevant to the bunch length are better fitted than those relevant

to the energy spread.
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Fig. 7 - a) Same as Fig. la Comparison with the simulation, the upper curve is the average value of the fit +the

error and the lower curve is the average value -the error, (Zn/n = 6.07Q, Q = 1, Rs =6500Q, 0)r = 3-10*® Hz),

b) Same as Fig. Ib comparison with the simulation
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As a comment to the results summarized in figs. (7-8) we must underline that

1) there is substantial agreement between Boussard scaling and the numerical simulation

2) the data relevant to the SUPER ACO energy spread exhibit a less regular behavior than
those of ELETTRA and the agreement with the model and computation, even though
acceptable, is less satisfactory.

This last point is not clearly understood. We must however underline that the most significant
difference between ELETTRA and SUPER ACO is not due to the different impedance
models, but to the fact that in SUPER ACO at 500 MHz the instability exhibits a Saw-Tooth
behavior, which is clearly shown in Fig. 9a), where we have reported the energy spread
evolution for an average current around 50 mA. It is evident that the energy spread displays
the characteristic pseudo oscillations of the Saw-Tooth instability. Such a behavior has also
been studied experimentally as discussed in ref. [10].

ELETTRA does not seem to develop a similar behavior and an example of energy spread
evolution vs. time is reported in Fig.9b) which show that the beam develops towards an
essentially stable configuration with an energy spread larger than the natural one.

In this paper we have provided a first characterization of Storage Rings dedicated to FEL
operation, in a forthcoming investigation we will combine the present results with the FEL
evolution equations in order to make a description of ELETTRA and SUPERACO beam
evolution in presence of FEL and understand what is the response of the beam to the
interaction with the FEL.
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